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10 Best Practices Every Marketer Should Know and Use

In addition to being the fastest growing industry in advertising, pay-per-click (PPC) is also one of the
most dynamic.
For example, only 10 percent of the survey respondents in Hanapin Marketing’s recent State of PPC
report were planning to increase their PPC spend—but a full 70 percent ended up doing so a year later.

Source: hanapin marketing

As a result, 78 percent of respondents to the survey reported feeling positive about their PPC success,
and 60 percent said they were feeling better about the market than the year prior.
But to keep this momentum going, marketers need to rev up their PPC engines by adopting new
practices and refreshing old ones.
To give you some ideas on how to improve your pay-per-click programs, we’ve rounded up a list of 10
best practices for best-in-class PPC.
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1. Establish Your PPC Lifecycle

Source: Amadeus Digital

If you’re finding loose ends in your strategy, figuring out a PPC lifecycle can tie them up. Following
a lifecycle will help you optimize and repeat your campaigns or set up new ones. It provides a fram
ework with which you can take consistent and logical steps at each stage of your PPC journey.
A stable PPC lifecycle includes the following steps: audit, research, implementation (or launch),
testing, optimization, and reporting.
Begin by performing an audit of your account (if you already have one) that determines whether
it’s in need of improvement based on your current KPIs. A complete audit is a huge undertaking in
itself but, once you’re through with it, your audit will probably only require the occasional touch-up.
After completing the audit and ascertaining the status of your account(s), enter the research phase.
Ideally, your research will provide the means to build tighter ad groups, write more compelling ads,
and design stronger landing pages.
Once you’ve got some research under your belt, the next three phases are launching, testing, and
optimizing your campaign, copy, and landing pages. These three steps should occur simultaneously:
the idea is to implement, monitor, test, and implement again.
Finally, the reporting phase will allow you to draw conclusions about what works within your
particular niche, and what doesn’t. Based on these conclusions, you can make necessary
amendments when researching or implementing further campaigns.
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2. Create Branded Campaigns
When researching keywords to target, consider running a branded campaign: bidding on branded
keywords can strengthen your name and its position in search results. This also offers other
benefits, and since many marketers haven’t yet come round to the idea, it would be a good time to
take advantage.
Some results you can expect to see from a branded campaign include effortless SERP domination,
cheap ads, and significant Quality Score improvement. Branded campaigns are also an effective
way to promote new services and products, offering the perfect opportunity to test brand
messaging cost-effectively before rolling it out elsewhere.
While it may sound counterintuitive, branded PPC campaigns can actually complement your overall
paid search strategy, as an inexpensive yet efficient way to build additional momentum.

3. Think Beyond Google—Try Bing

Source: WordStream - Online Advertising Made Easy

In the PPC world, it’s crucial to think outside the box—which involves avoiding Google tunnel vision.
Even back in 2011, HubSpot pointed out the clear advantages of using Bing for paid search.
Nowadays, there are many ways that Bing can supplement or maybe even replace what Google
offers. For starters, Bing still has less competition than Google does, which makes its paid ads
cheaper. Bing also claims to offer better paid search service all-round, including better targeting,
more control, more transparency, and better social extensions, to name a few. In addition, Bing
features some great power tools that provide insights into ad performance and possible areas of
improvement.
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With that said, using Bing to enhance your PPC strategy might mean a boost in lead generation. You
can even import your Google Ads into Bing to compare a campaign’s performance on each platform.

4. Research Your Competitors Thoroughly
As the PPC lifecycle model suggests, research for PPC campaigns is an art in itself. But as well
as keywords and current best practices, researching your competitors can yield a lot of useful
information to guide your own PPC strategy.
Through in-depth competitor research, you’ll determine whether your keywords have good
commercial value, how your competitors format and phrase their ads, where their ads lead, and
how they structure their landing pages.
Various paid tools, such as SEMrush, SpyFu, and KeywordSpy, can assist this process by allowing
you to track your competitors more closely and to get a sense of their overall search engine
marketing strategies. Using these tools, you’ll have access to all the data you need to build even
better campaigns.

5. Use Google Display Networks to Reduce Spending
The Google Display Network (GDN) offers a variety of options for ad placement.
For example, using Google’s Display Network, you can display your ads on LinkedIn: an ideal
platform for B2B businesses. On LinkedIn, however, keep in mind that you’ll be speaking directly to
your audience—making relevance a high priority. When executed correctly, GDN LinkedIn ads can
acquire and nurture early-stage leads at a low cost.
The GDN is also a great tool to use for remarketing purposes; in particular, the Remarketing lists
for search ads (RLSA) feature of Google AdWords. Here, you can run Gmail Ads through the GDN,
which are then displayed in the Gmail Sponsored Promotions tab if it’s active.
Each of these features offer you opportunities to reach out to your audience in ways that involve
little cost or effort, whether to capture leads or to bring qualified leads back to your website.
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6. Fine-Tune Your Landing Page
To convert as many visitors as possible, take care designing your landing page. A landing page
must contain a number of key elements in order to achieve the desired goal of capturing or
converting leads. It needs to be user-friendly, accessible, and persuasive. Importantly, it must help
to develop your brand’s credibility, so that people are more likely to commit to subscribing to your
mail list or finding out more about your product or service.
Smart Insights has suggested 12 landing page success factors to keep in mind during the design
process, including how landing pages work in conjunction with paid ads and how you can increase
the relevance of your landing pages.

7. Don’t Forget the Form
A successful landing page form increases conversion rates and attracts better-qualified leads. What
you ask (and how you ask) your visitors depends on their stage in the sales funnel. Those at the
top of the funnel (or “TOFU”) stage will typically not want to share too much personal information,
in which case you’re unlikely to collect more than email addresses.
As prospects progress down the funnel, however, they’ll be willing to provide more information in
exchange for premium content, demos, or other complimentary materials. Finding out more about
people who are middle of the funnel (“MOFU”) or bottom of the funnel (“BOFU”) is important for
your sales team, which needs qualified leads to work with.
For those who believe that having too many fields in a form discourages people from filling it out, a
multi-step landing page is a persuasive alternative that can actually generate even more conversions.
Platforms like Unbounce also offer message match features that address each visitor differently,
using unique URL parameter strings to produce dynamic text. This enables you to create highly
personalized landing page experiences, while only needing one landing page design.
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8. Try the In-Market Audiences Feature
AdWords’ In-market audiences feature is particularly useful for a start-up, or for a business with
a fairly new website. But it can always deliver an additional boost to those who’ve been managing
PPC accounts for a while and want to diversify their ads.
In-market audiences draws on information acquired by Google concerning user behavior,
preferences, and even intentions. By using this feature, you would be marketing to people or
businesses who are actively demonstrating an interest in your particular market.
After reaching out to these people, you can then begin to build lists to run through remarketing
campaigns.

9. Improve Your Quality Score

Source: WordStream - Online Advertising Made Easy

Amid trying out new practices or refining older ones, don’t forget to check your Quality Score (QS).
Your QS is an estimate of how effective your keywords, ads, copy, and landing pages are. The better
your score—meaning the higher these components are rated based on how useful and relevant they
are to users—the lower your costs, and the higher your rankings and click-through rates.
While the QS doesn’t take into account auction-time factors, such as the user’s device type or
language preference, it gives a rough idea of an ad’s quality. By checking your QS on a regular
basis and improving it if necessary, you’ll hopefully increase your Ad Rank, which is what ultimately
determines your ad position.
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10. Adjust Device Bids
Google has now proposed new bid adjustment features in AdWords for different devices, to allow
marketers to target specific devices depending on their audiences’ behaviors.
With over half of the trillions of searches handled by Google each year being conducted on mobile
devices, this change reflects advertisers’ and marketers’ growing need to optimize for mobile.
Depending on your situation, adjusting device bids can improve results or limit wasted spend.
As mobile device searches are only expected to increase in the coming years, knowing which kinds
of devices to target will increasingly become a basic requirement for launching any PPC campaign.

Experiment, but Don’t Overlook the Fundamentals
As the pay-per-click industry continues to expand, and marketers strive to innovate their
approaches and reach more channels, the coming years promise to be even stronger. Thus,
marketers who wish to position themselves ahead of competition must revisit their current PPC
strategies, take a step back, and analyze their efficiency.
The above list of best practices should serve to remind you of some productive but commonly
neglected tips—inspiring you to break habits that aren’t working and explore new ways of advertising.
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